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IXTROM Group will participate at CANSEC on May 31st 2017

IXTROM will unveil its newest innovation in Canada, a large-scale integrated C4ISR system
specifically designed for Defence and Security purposes.

Magog, May 9th, 2017 – IXTROM Group, developers of advanced software solutions for global
management, situational awareness, and command and control intelligence, will unveil their latest
innovation, the IXM2C2, at the upcoming CANSEC trade show in Ottawa, Canada.
IXTROM will be presenting the IXM2C2 (Intelligence Management, Command, Control and
Dynamic Collaboration System), a large-scale integrated C4ISR system that is specifically
designed for Defence and Security purposes. IXTROM’s all-encompassing IXM2C2 technology
enhances every stage of operations giving users a turnkey solution to meet mission needs from
beginning to end. The innovation is a multi-disciplinary system empowering commanders with
real time situational awareness, comprehensive resource management and a unique all-in-one
strategic, operational and tactical system to support the implementation and compliance of
Standard Operating Protocols, Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs).
The system ensures that commanders and their staff are equipped with a state-of-the-art solution
to leverage command and control operations before, during and after an event strikes. The
innovative solution provides real time operational management to control any type of incident,
whether be a real incident or during the modeling and simulation process. Preparedness,
response and recovery phases are totally covered with a vast array of integrated services to
support all types of missions from a secure and centralized platform (Operational, Joint, Coalition
or Unified). IXTROM solutions interoperate seamlessly fostering collaborative defence as they
connect a spectrum of services within existing IT infrastructures. The state-of-the-art technology
is flexible, scalable and secure providing a high ROI and a true operational edge to all
commanders.
“We understand that having the highest and most efficient form of interoperability between
Defence and Security organizations is vital to effective and accurate response to an event among
different entities. The new IXM2C2 technology allows personnel to interoperate from different
locations, organizations and agencies generating a rapid and effective collaborative defence
structure with the capacity to expand command in order to meet the needs of each incident in real
time. The solution respects different geographic and functional authorities enabling each entity,
team and individual to share classified and unclassified information while retaining their rights and
restrictions at every stage of an event. We look forward to showcase the new innovation for first
time in Canada and in premier at CANSEC.” says Mrs. Soledad Bourque, President and CEO of
IXTROM Group.
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Canada’s Global Defence & Security Trade Show (CANSEC) has been held annually in Ottawa
since 1998 by the Canadian Association of Defence and Security Industries (CADSI). For the
2017 edition, the event will take place from May 31st to June 1st. CANSEC is the largest and most
important defence industry event in Canada consisting of more than 800 companies and will once
again showcase leading-edge technology, products and services for land-based, naval,
aerospace and joint forces military units. Over 11,000 visitors and 65+ foreign delegations are
expected ranging from top military officers and government officials to ambassadors and cabinet
ministers.

About IXTROM Group
IXTROM Group Inc. (Information Exchange Technology for Risk Operational Management) is a
Canadian company specialized in software engineering, the development of collaborative
intelligent solutions for decision-making processes, and Command, Control, Computer,
Communications, Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) systems. We provide
solutions that efficiently support Commanders, decision makers, and their staff in every phase of
operations.
For more information, please visit our website: www.ixtrom.com
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